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About This Game
Pirate Mosaic Puzzle. Caribbean Treasures has 120 mosaic puzzles just waiting for you to assemble them. Among them you’ll
find easy ones, hard ones, long ones and short ones. The mosaic pieces are made of various materials – tree, wood, cloth, glass,
paper, precious stones and metals.
This game genre is also known as jigsaw, puzzle, mosaic, patchwork, guess the picture, logic game. But whatever you call it, fun
gameplay is guaranteed!
To complete a level in Pirate Mosaic Puzzle. Caribbean Treasures, all you have to do is assemble a picture. But having fulfilled
the level’s main requirements, you can increase your rank and unlock the next area.
Six legendary captains met on a mysterious island to piece together the fragments of Captain Flint’s map. Assemble patchworkstyle puzzles and guess the picture: ocean views, mythical monsters, pirate tales, sea battles and mysterious artifacts.
Become a legend of the seven seas alongside Pirate Mosaic Puzzle. Caribbean Treasures.
- 120 unique puzzles patchwork mosaics
- Make any purchase - turn off ads!
- 6 locations and 6 different materials
- Pirate setting
- Special quests and 18 trophies for the real pros
- More than 10 hours of gameplay with beautiful calming and cheerful music
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- Entertaining gameplay for players of all ages
- Use bonuses and earn new ranks
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Genre: Casual
Developer:
Creobit
Publisher:
8Floor
Release Date: 3 Aug, 2018
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My childhood all over again. Works with Xbox360 pad.
If you get a blackscreen when pressing esc just launch the pandy.exe next time (not the pandy3.exe). This is not at all what I was
expecting. I thought it would be more like Desert Strike on the SNES\/PS. Controls and gameplay were not very enjoyable.
Graphics settings also didn't stick so it was playing at an extremely low resolution.
It's a rail based shooter that you control the speed at which you advance, but don't the ability to stop and shoot, or aim very well
at a particular target. Not to be snide, but arcade games 15 years ago played a lot better, and looked better.. As unlockable I
would recommend it, cannot recommend someone to pay for this, it is outrageous. Instead of nothing when you find all secrets
and 100% the game, you could get skins not pay for them.. Bored, Need a quckie?....This game will do it...Game wise that is....a
quick n ez 8bit Contra-ish side shooter. Will keep you entertained for 7 Levels.. Like an exploding rubics cube, but extremely
relaxing. Will satisfy the completionist and the casual in you. You've got to beat one more cube before going to bed. Then the
sun comes up. Worth it. I'm enjoying this game so far. Some of the lines the main character says are a bit contrived. The hidden
object puzzles are somewhat challenging. The scenes are lovely.. A great concept that delivers exactly what is described on the
box. From what I've played so far, its an easy game to pick up, but difficult to truly get the most out of your boost\/jump ability.
And only $9 to boot; well worth the price.. One of the most interesting takes on a WW2 shooter. The combat is more of a puzzle
than run and gun. Use your Assault, Base of Fire, and Bazooka squads to out maneuver an aggressive and clever enemy. For best
results download Rendroc's Mod and Jmoney's sound mod for better AI, more commands, and authentic sound.. Lethe is hard to
describe, imagine a blend of Bioshock Infinite without the gun play, Half Life 2's physics and top it all off with Amnesia. The
graphics are really nice, the environment and story all feel seamless and unique. If you're looking for something interesting that
isn't some triple A title, pick this up and you'll enjoy it.. I can see this game being fun with others online. Unfortunately, no one
is really on.
Only played this game to get my trading cards and uninstalled it.
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Review is currently based on my first time playing, single player in desktop mode.
Simplistic dungeon runner game.
Either try to run like hell or fight your way through.
Does not appear to be a ton of depth behind it, but I only made it to level 4 and completed two runs.
Currently only four weapons to choose from, would love to see upgrades and new weapon types!
Character leveling is linear and Im not exactly sure what you get for leveling up.
Cant say I would buy it again at the current price.
Like a lot of these games, the potential is there... just keep going with it!
I am excited to try the boss battles in VR though!
Will update my review afterwards.. I initially rated this terribly, then I flipped, and now I've flopped. It's full of potential, but
none of it is tapped.
After I took a sound from 1,001 Sony Sound Effects and rendered it as an ogg in the programs custom sound folder with
SpectraLayers, I found the ASMR program loaded the file once I ran the program again. However, my college teacher used
Vegas Pro for his audio editing for his radio show for years, and those same 1,001 Sony Sound Effects load into Vegas Pro
without conversion, so... my flip just flopped. This software... is full of potential, but without proper and convenient export and
import options, it just isn't as good as a cheap sound effects pack from Sony and a multitrack audio editor of choice, which may
simply be the free Audacity.. This is a fun puzzle game. Gotta say, one of the highlights of this game is the amazing music!
Downside is, the game is pretty short, and not terribly difficult (I finished it in 100 minutes). The final boss battle was super
cool, wish there was more.. Hey guys,
So i'll try keep this concise and to the point. The tower is an early access game that blends story, adventure and horror all into
one. Keeping in mind that it is of course an early access game i will point out that it lacks alot of playability and if you want a
game that you can play until morning dawns then this is definately not for you. Im supprised they can release this when it has
max 1 hour of game play and thats if u crawl everywhere. Overall i like where the game is going and i think it will really cature
alot of horror and adventure seekers but atm i would recommend that you watch a video of someone playing it and save yourself
$7. I give it a thumbs up only because i like the concept; On everything else its a thumbs down.. Walking simulator but youre
flying.
Theres not much to say except that it has good music and a nice artstyle.
However im not a huge fan of the flying itself because of the limited camera and not so great hitboxes.
Also i had the game go down to 30 fps on my 1080ti quite often.
Apart from that its a nice relaxing game for 2-3 hours. A good worms game but the multiplayer is not existent anymore.. I found
Treasure Adventure World enjoyable. For the $9.99 asking price, there's quite a bit of content. I got about 32 hours out of my
playthrough before reaching end game. There's a new game + mode as well.
If one is a fan of metroidvanias, one will likely enjoy the play through. Decent enough story, ability gating keeps the gameplay
fresh, and while it's not too difficult... it's not exactly a breeze either.
My one complaint is the floaty controls. I found myself fighting the controls often, with surfaces slippery and delayed input
responses with things like changing direction making for some very frustrating experiences. This made contacting very small
enemy or puzzle hitboxes very frustrating.
I am certain the control design is intentional to include an added layer of difficulty to the game. Otherwise, the game would be
too easy if one didn't have to put much effort into planning approaches to puzzles/platforming/boss fights. One really needs to
think before jumping in Treasure Adventure World. Many of the puzzles require pixel perfect timing.
Overall, I'd recommend this game for anyone that enjoys the metriodvania puzzle platformer genre.. I was really hoping this
game would work.. this game is beautiful. the artwork is great. huge amounts of potential. but unfortunately really aweful
gameplay.
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people say its like the tiny bang story... its not. the tiny bang story was fun.
this is a mismatch of poorly thought out puzzles.
as soon as you enter you see heaps of items yu know you must collect... but cant. because you have started the specific puzzles
yet. that is fine. then you will notice cog icons which should let you start the puzzles. but not all of them are active and the game
wont tell you when they become active. so after every puzzle you need to go back and click on them all again. there is very little
correlation between the puzzles though.
the most frustrating thing is you when you finally throw your hands up and get a hint. it twells you to grab the thing you have
been clicking on for the last 10 mins. stupid game
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